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temporal in character to ad hominem latin for quot;to the manquot; or quot;to the personquot; short for argumentum ad 
hominem is in which an argument is rebutted by attacking the character motive or To the Issue of Credibility, 
Relevance, and Value: Educate to Character: 

0 of 0 review helpful This book is a must read in modern society By Customer I read this book during a very difficult 
time in my life I was trapped in an abusive relationship as well as a job that left me unheard and unfulfilled Within the 
first 20 pages I felt the I had received the gift of knowledge and understanding of the importance of credibility and it s 
role in our society Lorenzo Leonard s deeply intelligent Author Lorenzo D Leonard explains from the time we awake 
in the morning to the moment we fall asleep at night a tremendous amount of effort is exerted to satisfy a basic human 
instinct The human instinct is to feel credible relevant and of value The traditional pathways to credibility and 
relevance have been through relationships work sex socio economic standing extracurricular activities religious and 
political affiliations as well as any other customs 
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